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   John Polidori’s The Vampyre, the work of a young Anglo-Italian physician, is 
unanimously recognized as the progenitor of the literary vampire genre. It established 
the cult of vampirism in England and on the continent, a craze which culminated in 
the publication of Dracula and that still shows no signs of subsiding. Polidori was the 
first to recast the Eastern European vampire mythology by transforming a hideous, 
mindless village vampiric ghoul not only into a person, but into a mysterious, sardonic 
aristocratic seducer who preys among high society.
    Written in the late summer of 1816 at Geneva, just after Lord Byron had sacked 
him as his personal physician and travelling companion during his Grand Tour, The 
Vampyre was a publishing phenomenon1 and a succès de scandale because of the 
false Byron attribution - much to Byron’s fury and without Polidori’s knowledge, it was 
first published on Fools' Day 1819 by Henry Colburn in the New Monthly Magazine 
under his name, (the misattribution was obviously intentional: the publisher wished 
to increase sales by taking advantage of Byron’s popularity)2 - but especially because 
readers were titillated by a story in which the vampire was believed to be an accurate 
portrait of the flamboyant Lord Byron himself, already as famous for his personality 
cult as for his poetry.
     To further rouse the readers’ curiosity was the fact that Polidori, who wrote to 
Coburn in order to reclaim his authorship3, gave his vampire the very name that Lady 
Caroline Lamb, one of Byron’s rejected and angry former lovers, had given to her 
1 “The Vampyre” was translated into German, Italian, Spanish and Swedish. “Despite the protests of the critics, it 
was an astonishing success. It went through seven English editions in the first year. By the next year, plays based 
on it were running in London and in Paris”. The Vampyre; and Ernestus Berchtold, or, The Modern Oedipus: Collected 
Fiction of John William Polidori, edited and introduced by David Lorne Macdonald and Kathleen Scherf. Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1994, 2.
2 “How the tale came into Colburn’s hands is not clear. It has been assumed that Polidori gave to Colburn himself, 
but given his response to its publication, this seems unlikely: it is more likely to have been provided by John Mitford” 
who in turn “may have obtained the tale from madame Brélaz or Countess Bruce or whoever the lady was at whose 
instigation Polidori had written it”. Macdonald, David Lorne, Poor Polidori: A Critical Biography of the Author of ‘The 
Vampyre’, Toronto, Buffalo and London: University of Toronto Press, 1991. 178.
3 “ I received a copy of the magazine of the last 1rst April the present month &am sorry to find that your Genevean 
correspondence has led you into a mistake with regard to the tale of the Vampyre which is not Lord Byrons but was 
written entirely by me at the request of a lady who upon my mentioning that his lordship had said that it was his 
intention of writing a ghost story. . . saying she thought it impossible to work up such materials desired I would write 
it for her which I did in two idle mornings by her side – I desire therefore that you will positively contradict your 
statement in the next number by the insertion of this note”. Polidori to Colburn, 2 April 1819. Polidori, John William, 
The Diary of Dr John Polidori (1816) Relating to Byron, Shelley etc., ed. William Michael Rossetti. London: Elkin 
Mathew, 1911, 15-17. Quoted in Macdonald 179. 
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very obvious roman-a-clef Glenarvon in which a thinly-disguised Byronic figure, a 
perfidious libertine fatal to his mistresses, was also named Lord Ruthven. 
    Thus, it is undeniable that at least the initial huge notoriety of The Vampyre to 
which Goethe himself largely contributed by hailing it as Byron's best work4, were its 
false association with Byron who immediately denied authorship. 5
     I would like to show that for Polidori vampirism articulated inner conflicts 
regarding himself and the tempestuous relationship he had with Lord Byron, a fatal 
association and ultimately a vampiric bond entailing great anxieties on issues of 
identity and projection, power and control. 
     In brief, the story follows Aubrey, a young, innocent and wealthy orphan 
who meets the older Lord Ruthven,  a “singular character”, “entirely absorbed in 
himself”,6 a man of the world “with the reputation of a winning tongue”(4) which got 
him “invited to every house”. (3)
    Steeped in “high romantic feelings of honour and candour”(4), and prone “to 
cultivate more his imagination than his judgment”, Aubrey “soon formed this object 
into the hero of a romance [. . . ] determined to observe the offspring of his fancy, 
rather than the person before him.” (5)
    On the point of embarking for the Grand Tour, Aubrey is “surprised to receive 
from him a proposal to join him. Flattered by such a mark of esteem from him, who, 
apparently, had nothing in common with other men, he gladly accepted it, and in a few 
days they had passed the circling waters.”(5) 
       They travel to Rome and though Aubrey is advised by his guardians to leave his 
friend whose “irresistible powers of seduction rendered his licentious habits [...]
dangerous to society”, he is blind to his companion’s real nature and it takes some 
time before he succeeds in “abandoning him altogether” (7) and heading off on his 
own to Greece. This happens after he has spoilt “his Lordship” ‘s intention to seduce 
the daughter of an Italian countess. 
     Once in Greece, he falls in love with Ianthe, a peasant who was “innocence, youth, 
and beauty, unaffected by crowded drawing-rooms and stifling balls”(9). From her 
he learns the superstitions about vampires; but before their relationship can develop, 
4 Goethe’s interest in the vampire  theme is attested by his poem "The Bride of Corinth" (1797) where the bride, back 
from the grave, comes to claim her fiancé.
5 Its success in Europe, partly because Byron’s disavowal was not generally known there, and partly because it had 
little to lose in translation, was even more spectacular. Macdonald, 190. 
6 John Polidori, The Vampyre and Other Tales of the Macabre, ed. with an Introduction and Notes by Robert Morrison 
and Chris Baldick, Oxford: Oxford UP. 5. All page references are to this edition and will henceforth be given in 
parenthesis in the text.
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Ianthe is killed by a vampire and Aubrey is attacked while trying to save her. 
   Afterwards, he succumbs to a delirious fever from which Ruthven, having 
appeared in Athens, nurses him. Thanks to his “attention, anxiety, and care” Aubrey 
soon “reconciled him to his presence”(13) to the point that he now found himself “as 
much a lover of solitude and silence as Lord Ruthven”.(13) 
   Later, the two are attacked by robbers; but before he dies, Ruthven elicits from 
Aubrey an oath of silence as to his crimes and his death for a year and day. (15) His 
body is taken out to a rock in the moonlight, from which it disappears. 
     Aubrey returns to England only to find that the family of “the lady he had 
attempted to snatch from Lord Ruthven's seductive arts” was ruined (16), and that 
Ruthven, of whose vampiric nature the unwitting Aubrey is now finally certain, is alive 
and, under the name of the Earl of Marsden, plans to marry his sister. 
     Horrified, Aubrey deteriorates physically and psychologically, lapsing into delusion 
and insanity, but is bound to his oath, and just before one year passes, Marsden and 
his sister are married. When the period of his oath is up, he informs his guardians and 
dies, but it is too late and they find that "Lord Ruthven had disappeared, and Aubrey's 
sister had glutted the thirst of a VAMPYRE!" (23)
    The major narrative sequences are the following: Aubrey’s initial idealisation and 
identification with Lord Ruthven, his difficulty in separating from him, the subsequent 
transformation of the object of his admiration into a vampire which inevitably takes on 
persecutory aspects, and finally his impotence and surrender signified by his death and 
by the triumph of the monster’s evil powers.
    It is usually claimed that Polidori slavishily plagiarised Byron’s fragment written 
during the famous ghost story session at Geneva, on the subject of a seductive man, 
Augustus Darvell, on a tour of Europe and the Orient whose myterious death suggests 
that he is a revenant.7 Although Polidori certainly drew on Byron’s fragment, as well 
on The Giaur, an earlier vampire poem, (1813) and on Child Harold, the self-exiled set 
apart from cultural and personal community, “he used this material creatively (even 
ironically) rather than slavishily.”8
     The story, whose interest, “unlike the typical Gothic novel, lies in its 
characterization, not in its plot”,9 is an obvious indictment towards Byron, a 
7 Byron’s unfinished tale called “Augustus Darvell” was later published as an appendix to Mazzeppa (1819) “in order 
to illustrate the difference between his prose fragment and the piece published falsely under his name in the New 
Monthly. Introduction to The Vampyre, viii. 
8 Gelder, Ken, Reading the Vampire, London and New York: Routledge, 1994, 26.




compulsive tombeur de femmes, a triumphant rebel defiant of socio-moral codes 
whose n o t a b i l i t y  rested  n o t   o n l y   o n   h i s   w r i t i n g s  , but on a life 
of a r i s t o c r a t i c   e x c e s s e s . 
     Ruthven is not only a master of seduction, a “dreadfully vicious” lover 
involved in “scandalous intrigues” who takes perverse delight in hurling virginal 
maidens “from the pinnacle of unsullied virtue, down to the lowest abyss of infamy 
and degradation”(7), but a cynical and corrupted aristocrat ruining people at the 
gambling tables.
     Albiet imperfect and at times naive, he did not expect the tale to be published 
and did not write it very carefully,10 Polidori’s story was the first to introduce the 
by now familiar association between vampirism and sexuality which did not exist in 
folklore mythology with allusions to “the nocturnal orgies” of vampires (10) whose 
predations ”provide an obvious analog for sexual experience”.11 
      If Polidori‘s story is an ironic portrayal of Byron, it is also a sort of self-portrait, a 
dramatisation of both his ambivalent feeling towards his employer (mixed feelings of 
admiration, jealousy and resentment), and of his own uncertain subjectivity; a psychic 
conflict concerning his own identity which the genesis of the story, in itself an event 
rife with vampiric associations, as the entangled case of The Vampyre’s publication 
perfectly show.
    While Ruthven is clearly modelled on Lord Byron, similarly, Aubrey, the vampire's 
travelling companion, through whom the tale is told, is in many ways a projection of 
Dr Polidori himself. 12        In the tale, Aubrey has more imagination than judgment; 
he confuses the dreams of poets with the realities of life. Seducted by the Lord, 
Aubrey makes Lord Ruthven as Polidori had Byron, “into the hero of romance”, 
obscuring the person by imaginative fancy.13
    Polidori, who had received his medical degree at the unsually early age of nineteen, 
10 “After it had been published, he did revise it carefully, perhaps to make it worthy of its fame, perhaps to reclaim it 
as his own”. The Vampyre; and Ernestus Berchtold, or, The Modern Oedipus: Collected Fiction of John William Polidori, 
2.
11 Ruthven “attacks Aubrey’s beloved Ianthe and then Aubrey’s sister in a terrible version of the wedding night’s 
shedding of blood”. O’Malley, Patrick R, Catholicism, Sexual Deviance, and Victorian Gothic Culture,  Cambridge: 
Cambridge U.P, 2006, 136-7.
12 Many critics argue that “The Vampyre” is “something of a short story ‘à clef’. Lighting on the similarities between 
Ruthven’s character and that of Lord Byron, and the clash of personalities between the two which erupted while 
Polidori was staying with Byron as his physician, critics have understandably regarded Aubrey, the young accomplice 
of Ruthven on his disgraceful travels through Belgium, Italy and Greece, as a projection of Polidori’s own suffering self, 
and Ruthven as his famous patient”. Gibson, Matthew, Dracula and the Eastern Question. British and French Vampire 
Narratives of the Nineteenth-Century Near East, Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire [England], New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2006, 15.
13 Skarda, Patricia L, "Vampirism and Plagiarism: Byron's Influence and Polidori's Practice," Studies in Romanticism, 
Vol. 28, No. 2, Summer, 1989, pp. 249-69, 251.
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was a precocious and an extremely ambitious young man. Engaged in Lord Byron’s 
service as his personal physician and not as his secretary, as he always insisted,14 
and commissioned by John Murray, Byron’s publisher, to keep a diary of his master’s 
activities and comments while travelling with him, he was confined to a dependent 
position. “Their dislike was formed and fueled by class antagonism: the letters of both 
insist on their identities as master and servant, lord and vassal, bard and poetaster.”15
     In his diary Polidori records his disappointment in being reduced from 
one “ambitious for literary distinction” to nothing more than “a star in the halo of the 
moon, invisible”.16 
     What was worse, in Byron’s entourage, Polidori’s aspirations were belittled and 
openly ridiculed.17 Similarly in the text the prevailing attitude of Ruthven is one of 
derision and sarcasm.
    The transformation of Ruthven/Byron into a vampire, is an aggressive image (by 
his hand the innocents die), and it is the objective correlative of Aubrey/Polidori’s 
envy, of his feelings of hostility and revenge towards his master portrayed as “a 
nobleman more remarkable for his singularities, than his rank”(3). As such it 
represents the expulsion of the envious part of his ego. 
       Numbered among the Seven Deadly Sins, envy is usually defined as “pain at 
seeing another have that which it wants for itself”. The envious man is the one who 
invidet, who literally looks askance at someone. Envy thus is an oblique feeling that 
expresses malevolence, rage and hostility, a vice which gnaws, torments and poisons. 
Unlike lust, pride and gluttony, it is the only vice that does not give pleasure. 
    Yet, more than a vice, envy is to be interpreted as a defense mechanism, as a 
desperate attempt to safeguard one’s identity when threatened by the comparison 
14 Barbour, Judith, “Dr. John William Polidori, Author of the Vampyre”, Imagining Ro-manticism: Essays on English and 
Australian Romanticisms. Eds. Deidre Coleman, Peter Otto. West Cornwall, CT: Locust Hill, 1992. 85-110, 94. 
Actually Polidori “did serve to some extent as Byron’s secreatry and bookeper (this may have been one reason 
why Percey Shelley talked so much about money to him). He seems to have been conscientious as a bookeeper”. 
Macdonald, 76.
15 Byron released many tensions by making Polidori’s poetic, athletic, and medical ineptitude the butt of his lordly 
jokes with the Shelleys; after Polidori was dismissed from Byron’s retinue, he wrote with a pretense of dignitiy: “There 
was no immediate cause.. I believe the fault, if any, has been on my part, I am not accustomed to have a master, 
and therefore my conduct was not free and easy”. Auerbach, Nina, Our Vampires, Ourselves, Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1995,  15.
16 The Diary of John Polidori, 105. These are the words that Polidori recorded when he arrived with Byron at a party 
on 28 May 1816. “Polidori’s entry into society led to new tensions. Before Byron had withdrawn to his own way of life, 
Polidori found himself unnecessarily reminded of his employer’s infinitely greater prestige.” McDonald, 78.
17 At a party in Dover, where some of Byron’s friends had come to say goodbye before he crossed the Channel, 
Polidori “delivered [his] play into their hands” and “had to hear it laughed at” (Diary 30). Quoted in Collected Fiction of 
Polidori, 12.  
Mary Shelley, writing in 1831, remembered that “poor Polidori had some terrible idea about a skull-head lady who 
was so punished for peeping through a key hole something very shocking, and wrong of course”. Mary Shelley, 




with other people one admires. A vent for anger, it replaces real feelings of control, 
and comes to compensate for feelings of low self-esteem and general failure. 
   As Melanie Klein suggests, envy, “the angry feeling that another person possesses 
and enjoys something desirable – the envious impulse being to take it away or to spoil 
it” 18 - is “an expression of destructive impulses and a response to anxiety.19 It stems 
from idealisation and frustration caused by unhappy circumstances, absences, loss, 
and fear of annihilation of the self. Indeed, it is fear of annihilation which is primary - 
a fear of something that destroys from within, but it is experienced as being outside. 
It is accompanied by “an exaggerated need for appreciation and gratitude, and 
consequently by persecutory anxieties of having been impoverished and robbed.”20
   When one’s worth is unrecognized and the ego feels diminished, identity becomes 
uncertain, it fades. Envy, thus, allows a safeguard of the grandiose, narcissistic self in 
the demolition of the other. Yet, by a dynamic inherent in the mechanism of envy, in 
so doing the envious man destroys himself. 
    Significantly, when Aubrey sets off for the Grand Tour, it is Ruthven who proposes 
to join him. Polidori here “not only reverses the actual order of the invitation to travel, 
but promotes himself as an equal, forgetting for the fiction that Byron hired him as a 
travelling physician, not as a companion and certainly not as a peer.21
    Likewise, it is the vampire, who improbably nurses Aubrey to health, becoming “his 
constant attendant”, (13) though in reality it was Polidori the phyisican who nursed 
through fever and bad sprain his famous patient.
    And again, it is Lord Ruthven to assent to a separation from Aubrey after he has 
upset his plans in Rome. In fact it was Polidori who was forced, after less than five 
months of service, to leave Byron, in part for his inappropriate attentions to Mary 
Shelley. Polidori puts himself in Byron’s place and “provides far more serious moral 
grounds for dismissing Lord Ruthven than Byron had for dismissing Polidori”.22 
    Aubrey is shown not only as ridiculously naive,23 idealistic, insecure, with “false 
notions of his talents and his merit”(4), but also as a feminised young man whose 
gender identity is unstable. Whether or not Polidori incorporated autobiographical 
material, it is difficult to forget that in real life Shelley and Byron gave him the 
18 Klein, Melanie, Envy and gratitude: A Study of Unconscious Forces. 1957 London: Hogarth Press, 6.
19 Ibid. 24.
20 Ibid. 19.
21 Skarda, "Vampirism and Plagiarism: Byron's Influence and Polidori's Practice," 251.
22 Ibid. 253.
23 “He had, hence, that high romantic feeling of honour and candour, which daily ruins so many milliners' apprentices. 
He believed all to sympathise with virtue, and thought that vice was thrown in by Providence merely for the 
picturesque effect of the scene.” (4)
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feminised nickname Pollydolly. 
    What’s more important is Polidori’s characteristically ambivalent portrayal of Lord 
Ruthven. 
    His status as a vampire, signified by “the deadly hue of his face”(3) and by the fact 
that the women associated with him simply disappear, makes him unquestionably 
a villain, a figure to be demonised, but also a sort of all-powerful superman, an 
immortal supernatural being, an unattainable figure so far superior to other humans 
that he need not be bound by the constraints of society.24  It is no coincidence 
that in his revision of the tale, Polidori gave Ruthven the name of Strongmore, to 
make the association with Byron less obvious, but also to suggest his power, and 
conversely Aubrey’s inability to save Ianthe, his sister and himself from the vampire’s 
machinations.
     Throughout the tale sexuality is presented as degrading, annihilating, and 
destructive.25 Yet in the light of Polidori’ s ambivalent relationship with his master, 
structured on both antagonism and identification, Byron’s libertinism inevitably offered 
itself as a fantasy of sexual freedom supplanting such depressing sanctioned forms 
of love as family and marriage, and not just as an attitude inviting condemnation and 
repression.26
    Poised on the horrors of a Gothic tale and a cogent psychological dialectic, the 
core of The Vampyre thus is not restricted to an anatomy of envy, but it is also the 
illustration of Dr Polidori’s own narcissistic wounds and feelings of inferiority to his 
Lordship, “the most distinguished poet”, as he said,27 who mocked his belief that he 
was his intellectual equal. 
    As such, it is the dramatisation of his suffering self, of his dependent personality 
and of the difficulty in achieving the separation-individuation which is at the base of 
the stable sense of self, as the epilogue unmistakably shows.
   Aubrey is repeatedly shown as vulnerable and passive, as virtuous and doomed as 
24 As it has been suggested, “The Vampyre” is “a fictionalisation of the thrills and dangers of Byronism [. . .] Despite 
Polidori’s desire to demonise Byron, Lord Ruthven is an ambiguus figure who can be seen as potentially liberating as 
well as corrupting”. Brainbridge, Simon, “Polidori’s ‘The Vampyre’, Doubles and the Byronic Imagination”, 22, Bryon 
Journal 34.1 (2006): 21-34. 
25 “[. . . ] all those females whom he had sought, apparently on account of their virtue, had, since his departure, 
thrown even the mask aside, and had not scrupled to expose the whole deformity of their vices to the public gaze.” 
(7). As Macdonald suggests, “The women Ruthven kills do not become vampires, but the women he seduces do 
become sexual monsters” 201.
Polidori’s tale, like Stoker’s novel, is “a manifesto for sexual repression”, as Christopher Frayling puts it. Fralying, 
Christopher, ed. The Vampyre: Lord Ruthven to Count Dracula. London: Victor Gollancx 1978, 78.
26 During their tour Polidori records an episode about Byron “falling like a thunderbolt on the chambermaid in Ostend”. 
Macdonald 198-199.
27 “There were two authors; one [Byron], the most distinguished of his age; another [Hobhouse], whose name is 




Ruthven’s hapless female victims; precisely like them, he is fascinated and eventually 
destroyed by the vampire. What’s more, he is in no way rewarded for his honesty and 
goodness. Evil prevails and triumphs in an ending that mocks the traditional happy 
one usually found in vampire narratives.
    In some strange ways and by an ironic twist of fate, the end of The Vampyre 
seems to adumbrate the very end of poor Polidori, a true case of life imitating art. N 
o t   l o n g   a f t e r    q u i t t i n g   L o r d   B y r o n , he   r e t u r n e d  t o   L o 
n d o n , and overwhelmed by debts, failing to make a living either as a physician and 
writer, he committed suicide i n   1 8  21 with a potion of his own making.28
     By a system of reversals and transformations, Polidori, whose interest in the 
workings of the mind, in the unconscious itself, is testified both by his medical 
research on somnambulism and hallucinations29 and by his novel Ernestus Berchtold; 
or, The Modern Oedipus (1819),30 succeded in endowing his Gothic tale with subtle 
complexities as befits a genre that, beneath its sensationalism, from its inception 
germinated in its creators’ dreams and fears,  helping to define inner reality.  
    Deprived of the horrific attributes one finds in folklore, and set against a 
contemporary, recognizable world, the one Byron had made his readers familiar with, 
by moving freely from London to the Mediterranean, Polidori’s vampire, a restless,31 
defiant and yet overpowering seductive figure, became instead a potent metaphor 
for acting out private fantasies such as identification and projection, as well as fear of 








28 The Vampyre; and Ernestus Berchtold, or, The Modern Oedipus: Collected Fiction of John William Polidori, 2. 
29 He had published some novel ideas about “the influence of some of the diseases of the body on the Mind” which 
sparked Polidori’s interest for his 1815 thesis De Morbo Oneirodynia (lit. Of the disease of the woe in dreams), a study 
of nightmare, sleepwalking and audio-visual hallucination, with an epigraph from the sleepwalking scene in Macbeth, 
and a probing interest in the mind-body link. In Barbour, 94. As Macdonald suggests, “somnambulism seems to have 
been an unusual subject for a medical thesis. It certainly was not the object of much medical interest.” (37).
30 Ernestus Berchtold or, The Modern Oedipus which like “The Vampyre” was largely inspired by his travels with Byron, 
is explicitly concerned with incest. It scandalously draws on the rumours of Byron's affair with his half-sister Augusta 
Leigh for a Faustian updating of the myth of Oedipus, combined with an account of the struggle of Swiss patriots 
against the Napoleonic invasion. 
31 This is another innovation made by Polidori, that of making Lord Ruthven a traveller. He travels from England to 
Italy and Greece and back again. “As travellers, vampires are sympathetic as well as fearful figures. Their shadowy 
restlessness not only (as in later cases) keeps them alive; it also (beginning with Ruthven) proves that they are alive, 
as it is one way many of us prove that we are alive”. Macdonald 196.
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